
    

 

 

 

Business Valuation Resources, LLC joins the IVSC to advance 
the valuation profession worldwide   

June 26, 2019, Portland, OR: Business Valuation Resources, LLC (BVR) has been appointed 
a member of the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC), the global not‐for‐profit 
organisation responsible for setting International Valuation Standards (IVS) and developing the 
valuation profession worldwide.  

As a member of the IVSC, BVR will work with leading valuation organisations throughout the 
world to strengthen the body of knowledge and to ensure international standards enhance the 
reliability and transparency of valuation data.  

The IVSC is working to align international best practices in valuation and by doing so support 
business and protect financial markets for the public good.  

“The IVSC and its members share a belief that raising standards of international valuation 
practice benefits business and the wider public interest. Consistent standards improve 
transparency and stability of financial markets, contribute to the growth of stronger economies 
and lead to improved confidence for all users of valuation data.” Sir David Tweedie, Chair of 
the IVSC Board of Trustees  

“BVR is proud to join the IVSC community of worldwide valuation leaders. We are especially 
eager to contribute to the expansion of best practices, data sets and other valuation resources – 
and to help grow an already impressive and intimate network of practitioners in every specialty 
and country” – David Foster, CEO, BVR.  Lucretia Lyons, BVR President, adds:  “As an 
IVSC member, BVR is now even more committed to playing an active role in the remarkable 
ongoing success of global valuation initiatives.” 

About BVR: 

Stakeholders in business valuation, performance benchmarking, and risk assessment turn to 
Business Valuation Resources (BVR) for authoritative deal and market data, news and 
research, training, and expert opinion when valuing a business. Practitioners around the world 
trust BVR for unimpeachable business valuation intelligence. BVR’s data, publications, and 
analysis have won in the boardroom, the courtroom and in peer circles for over two decades.  

Website:  www.bvresources.com 
Media contact: Ronnie Nelson, Senior Marketing Manager, ronnien@bvresources.com 
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About the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC)  

The IVSC is the global, not‐for‐profit organisation responsible for developing International 
Valuation Standards and the valuation profession. The IVSC’s mission is to set and embed 
consistent, high‐ quality standards which support business and protect financial markets for the 
public good.  

The IVSC works with valuation stakeholders in more than 100 countries, including governments, 
regulators, professional bodies, clients and providers of valuation professional services. 
Uniquely, the IVSC develops global valuation standards for all asset classes, including real 
estate, business valuation and financial instruments.  

Website: www.ivsc.org 
Media contact: Richard Stokes, IVSC Director of Communications – rstokes@ivsc.org  
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